
Y 12 Drawing Task
Drawing is part of communicating ideas, which is an essential 
skill in art and design. You can use drawing as a means of 
recording ideas and observations, developing ideas and 
communicating meaning and visual language.

In this Task you should attempt a drawing in the style of each 
of the Artists on the following slides.

By referring to different artists you will be able to focus on their 
style of drawing and use their technique to experiment within 
your chosen medium.

Subject matter:  Draw natural forms from real life for this task, 
please see some ideas below:

Warm up exercises:

1. Spend a minute looking at your object.  Turn it 
over, look at it intricately from every angle.  
Understand how it is put together, where 
parts meet, the textures and the shadows.

2. Draw your object: 30 seconds. Roughly sketch 
the main shapes, draw over to make quick 
corrections.

3. Close your eyes and feel the object.  Draw 
what you feel, the texture and form: 1 min

4. Continuous line. Draw your object without 
taking your pencil off the paper and without 
looking at the drawing: 1 min.

5. Focused drawing.  Draw and correct outline: 1
min. Add internal lines and correct: 1 min. Add
shading: 3 mins.

“Students should explore the use of drawing for 
different purposes, using a variety of methods 
and media on a variety of scales.” AQA spec



Hiromi Miura
Focus: Line, shading, pattern, detail
Medium: Pencil, biro, charcoal



Suzannah Blaxill
Focus: tonal shading, form, detail
Medium: Pencil, biro, charcoal



Joe MacGown
Focus: Stippling (little dots), shading, form, detail
Medium: Pencil, biro, fineliner



Claire Botterill
Focus: bleeding from pen and water, line, shading
Medium: berol marker or pen that bleeds + water + 
paintbrush

Line



Malvina - Carola Liuba
Focus: texture, line, mark
Medium: charcoal, pencil/ graphite, rubber



Experimental 3D drawing
Focus: Line, 3D
Medium: String, tape, wire, 
twigs… be creative with 
what you have!


